
RSM Path A 

 Monitor using only serial release
data every 30 months

 15 year da ng maximum

 Qualify or requalify in host
animals

RSM Path C 

 Same as RSM Path B except ini ally
receives 15 year da ng during which RSM
plan must be approved and RSM assays
validated

Is the Product Legacy or Modern? 
Legacy if… 
 Licensed prior to January 1, 2011
 No major manufacturing changes that

required reclassifica on to modern
 Granted legacy status during licensure

for some other reason (i.e., fallout of
legacy product)

Start Here! 

RSM Path A.
Firm may choose to 
use 

It is Legacy 

Conduct a Forced      
Degrada on by Freeze 

Thaw (FDFT) study 

It is 
Modern 

Must use RSM Path B 

It is non‐frozen 
(product storage) 

It is 
frozenIs the MR stored 

frozen or non‐
frozen? 

Must use RSM Path D 

If it passes 
FDFT 

If it fails 
FDFT

RSM Path B 

 Monitor with RSM assays and serial release data every 30 months

 Prior to RSM plan approval and while valida ng RSM assays:

‐ Da ng in 5 year increments based on progress toward approval     
   of RSM plan and RSM assay valida on  

‐ Required to qualify/requalify in host animals once to have  
   monitoring using validated RSM assays from me 0 

 A er RSM plan approved, RSM assays validated and me 0 tes ng
concurrent with host animal qualifica on:

‐ Future qualifica on in vitro 

‐ Indefinite da ng 

RSM Path A. 
Firm may choose 
to use  

RSM Path D 

 Same as RSM Path B except receives
product da ng un l RSM plan is approved
and RSM assays are validated during
which host animal qualifica on/
requalifica on expected

RSM Path C 

RSM Path C 

Companion Overview for 800.211 Guidance for Master Reference Qualifica on, Requalifica on, Da ng and Monitoring 
(RSM = Reference Stability Monitoring) 

See VSM 800.211 for further details 

https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/vet_biologics/publications/memo800-211.pdf
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